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The reform of the Judges’ selection system involves many factors, for instance, 
political system, district economical level, benefit equation etc. This paper offers a 
new analytic method that it views the juristic reason as the commonness of the legal 
education, the judicial exam system and the judges’ selection system. Base on the 
conclusion that the reason is a good change of the society, the system and the social 
reason, the paper quotes an trichotomy, with which the juristic reason was divided into 
three parts: the first one is the reason of the law itself, the second one is the reason of 
the legal men, the third one is the reason of the legal education. According to this 
trichotomy, it unifies the legal education, the legal exam system and the judges’ 
selection system into a whole goal for the exaltation of the juristic reason. 
    In chapter1, it points out that this paper would follow the lead of Pro. Mirjan 
R .Damaska’s special analytic method, views the juristic reason as the whole goal for 
the three systems which related to the judges’ selection system and discusses the 
probability of this unification method. 
    In chapter2, according to the conclusion of the historical survey and the 
crosswise comparison on the legal education system, it points out that the 
improvement of the legal education system is the need for the change of the legal 
men’s juristic reason. Then, efficient manners also are devoted to change the 
limitation of the legal education system. 
    In chapter3, according to the improvement of the judicial exam system, and after 
the comparison of the two kinds of legal system in the world, it realizes that to change 
the judicial exam system is the process optimizing of changing the judges’ selection 
system. Furthermore, the consummation of the judicial exam system also incarnates 
the require of the legal men’s reason. 
    In chapter4, based on the conclusion above, it illustrates that the conditions have 
been prepared, and it is the right time to improve the judges’ selection system. 
Meanwhile, it analyzes the defects of the judges’ selection system in china and 
explains the feasibility of its melioration. 
Conclusions are summed up based on the analysis in former discussions. Two 














justice; the other is the favor of the occupational emotion. To achieve these it would 
be a long complex process. Besides, this paper has offered a new perspective on the 
juristic reason in order to discuss the judges’ selection system more expressly. This 
method also enriches the perspectives of the melioration on the judges’ selection 
system.  
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